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DAVID WHEATLEY, mid 20s, sits alone 
on stage. His laptop is open in 
front of him. He taps the keyboard, 
and a voicemail starts. JOE PEPPER. 
Mid 20s. Raspy. Drunk. A party in 
the background, music.

JOE
(hiccough)

Oh shit, I can’t, Cassie, how do I get rid of these--
(hiccough)

Fuck, sorry, hang on Dave, hang on--

In the background, we hear a LOUD 
WOMAN’S SCREAM.

JOE
Well that was obno-- obnoxious, I mean if you’re gonna try 
and scare me, frighten me, you could, YOU LACK CREATIVITY, 
CASSIE, like-- oh. Oh, they’re gone.

(back to the call)
HI! Hi, it’s me, me, I was, I just wanted to give you a call 
because I know it’s the wrong time there, I’m sorry it’s the 
wrong time there, what time is it there I wonder? Never mind. 
I wanted to say that I... well, I, because, I was at work 
today and this lady asked me where the wine section was and 
she was holding this baby and the baby, the baby’s head, 
Dave, the baby’s head was so big. SWOLLEN HEADS, DAVID. 
ENGORGED. Anyway I was thinking that the baby was really ugly 
and that made me think of you because you’re so pretty and 
your head is the perfect size and I guess, yeah, I think I 
might--

(hiccough)
Fuck! Bye!

Hangs up.

David shuts the laptop. Looks to 
the audience.

DAVID
(smiling)

I know. “Engorged”. I like certain words. Dogma, eloquence, 
rope and pulley system. Albequerque, dovetail, sideguard...
The world's largest paperclip is big enough to hang off - but 
that's a gimmick. Turkish is a genderless language. 



Tattarrattat is the longest palindrome, it’s from Ulysses. If 
you fly from London to Washington DC and back again you'll 
gain around 16.1 nanoseconds. But the Earth’s gravity slows 
down light anyway, so being up in the air... it’s much of a 
muchness. When you are in love, when you are in love, there 
are three types of love, as described by actual literal love 
doctor Dr. Helen Fisher (PhD) -- there’s lust, which is, 
well, with the pants and stuff. And then attraction, which is 
that, you know, the thing with the head space being just torn 
apart. In a good way. Then there’s attachment, the long term, 
the “I’ve seen what you did to the toilet and I still love 
you” love. You can experience different loves for different 
people at the same time. You can even go backwards, or 
rekindle, or mix and match, if you like. But generally we 
progress from one to the other, the middle being the most... 
maddening, I suppose.

He nods at the laptop.

DAVID
That was Joe. Joseph Pepper. The first time I saw him he was 
Christopher Walken. I was studying -- “studying” -- in Second 
City, this improvised comedy school. This was in Toronto. I’d 
moved over there because of reasons. I don’t know... 
searching. Just taking classes, there one or two nights a 
week, fun. I like the... unknowability of it. The improv. So 
on Monday nights they had this thing called Wheel Of Improv, 
which was exactly that. There was a wheel, you spun it, an 
improv game popped up, you played it. I’m sitting at the back 
because my class ran late and also I’m just not in the mood 
for embarrassing myself. And the game “Sit, Stand, Lie” comes 
up. Which is where one person has to sit, another stand, 
another lie. And if the person who’s sitting stands up, the 
other two have to compensate and... you get the idea. Anyway, 
this night they didn’t do the lying bit...

(loses himself)
...they didn’t do the lying bit. Instead they played “Sit, 
Stand, Christopher Walken”. So at any given moment one person 
had to be sitting, one person had to be standing, and one 
person had to be Christopher Walken. I’m having fun, just 
watching. It’s warm, and I’m tired after gym then work then 
class and I haven’t eaten for a while and who is this? I saw 
his Adam’s Apple first. Just... cos. And then the rest of 
him. He was the first Christopher Walken in that game. The 
Adam’s Apple. Things moved as expected from there. I didn’t 
talk to him for a month. Another month. Another two. 
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Not real words anyway, nothing real. Just “excuse me” or 
“sorry” or “is this bag yours?”. Nothing. But he’s... 
occupying my head. Crazily. Crazily occupying my head and I 
have no idea what to do. But I know it will pass. They all 
pass, all the crushes. All the boys in all the bars and... 
you just have to deal with it, you know? There is your inside 
your head and there is your outside your head and ne’er the 
twain... And then one evening I’m on a break from my Level C 
class and he’s on a break from his Con (short for 
Conservatory, which is a fancy way of saying better than you 
or me) class and he says in his British accent that we should 
get a coffee. And I say “when?” And he says “well, now, 
because of the break” and I’m losing it because he’s wearing 
this shirt, this top, with the buttons and it’s nicely cut 
and his shoulders look... I can’t look at him. “Yes, yes, 
yes, I will get a yes coffee, thank you, how are you”. We go 
to the Starbucks further down King. Not the one before the 
building but the one after. We sit, even though we are on a 
break that’s going to last fifteen minutes we sit. He insists 
we sit. We talk. He tells me about himself. Joseph Pepper. 6” 
2’. Door frame height. Got the boat from Durham about a year 
before. Enjoying the Canadian life, but he’s not a fan of the 
Summer. He’s got a set of freckles on his back that blaze up 
in the heat and start to look like a swastika. I don’t 
believe this -- it’s his back, how would he know? -- but I 
appreciate that sometimes a good lie is better than a bad 
story. Besides, I can’t stop staring at the Adam’s Apple. Our 
time is running out, the break is almost over. Then he looks 
me in the eye, and he says to me “I am very fond of you. I 
would like to kiss you sometime.” We didn’t go back to class.

(he loses himself...)
You can change the world. Not like Gandhi, like, but you can. 
You can change someone’s life. In a word. Two days after the 
incident in the Starbucks -- which sounds like an amazing 
Agatha Christie novel -- we were lying in his bed. He’s taken 
me up to his room, to get his jacket before we go 
somewhere... Fresh, that vegetarian place on... but we don’t 
go there. We kiss and we lie on the bed. He is warm. I can 
hear someone mowing the lawn somewhere nearby. It is Summer. 
He is studying, technically, he says this. A Masters at U of 
T. It won’t finish until the Winter, some administrative 
hiccough. After that, he doesn’t know. Classes ended in May 
and now it’s all just cut grass. I have to go work in 
Edinburgh for August, which is terrifyingly soon -- but he’ll 
be there when I get back. And the Summer will last until late 
September. We’ll have warm days. 
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We’re in that awkward position, I’m sort of in the crook of 
his arm. Neither of us are comfortable and neither of us are 
willing to move. Eventually the pins and needles get to him, 
because he moves. Shifts himself so he’s kind of leaning over 
me. He looks me in the eye, he doesn’t just look me in the 
eye actually, he kind of grabs my jaw, so I’m looking at him, 
so he’s boring into me, and he says: “No matter where you 
are, I want you to know that you are beautiful and you are 
wanted.” Just like that, not even in a funny Christopher 
Walken voice, just like that. So earnest. I’m not built for 
that kind of cornea-to-cornea honesty. I mutter something 
like “Yeah you’re real pretty too” and then we spoon and I 
cry a little but he doesn’t see. “You are beautiful and you 
are wanted.” Jesus fucking Christ.

David takes a long swig of his 
beer.

DAVID
Local politics is a bitch. And Toronto can be a very 
Conservative city. It’s tough, in such a climate, to enforce 
mandatory rules for private companies. And the big rigs, the 
trucks, they are an important and vital part of the Canadian 
economy. A “side guard” is a piece of safety equipment on 
these big trucks. On the side, obviously. It runs along from 
the front wheel to the back, along that big chasm-y gap that 
people in action movies are always sliding their motorcycles 
under. They...

He downs the beer.

DAVID
So. On the 14th of August I am supposed to be working the 
afternoon shift. In the box office. In Assembly venues. In 
Edinburgh. In Scotland. 5.30 until... whenever. I didn’t want 
to go to Edinburgh, but I love it. And I am an adult with a 
boy in my pocket. I am a twenty-something. I am Cosmopolitan 
magazine’s independent business lady and I won’t let a man 
obstruct my path to professional glory. I open my eyes. Still 
a little shocked he’s not there, even though I’ve been in 
Scotland for two and a half weeks now. Hungover, of course, 
but for very valid reasons. The night before we had all 
climbed Arthur’s Seat, this hill at the centre of Edinburgh. 
Watched the sun rise. Wine. A joint I think. And breakfast. 
So I don’t wake up until after 3. I check my laptop, this 
laptop actually. Facebook. 
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There is a message, or a stream of those awful subject-line-
less Facebook messages. A group of people from Second City, 
some I know, some I don’t know, are talking about getting 
drinks in The Charlotte which is just around the corner. I 
figure it must be someone’s birthday or something. I don’t 
really know. These are mostly Joe’s friends and we haven’t 
been seeing each other very long and then I’m looking at 
it... I’m scrolling up... it’s amassed a lot of responses for 
such a short amount of time. And I see this bitch, this girl, 
woman -- Cassie -- saying that something is “so sad”. Which 
is just so uninventively Cassie. So I keep scrolling up, and 
up, and up.

He takes a moment.

DAVID
Joe had been cycling to work. A tinsy upscale supermarket 
down on King. He was coming along Dupont, past the Shoppers 
Drug Mart, Ezra’s cafe, the LCBO, the... this Irish pub I 
once accidentally skipped out on a bill at. It was a sunny 
day. He wasn’t wearing a shirt, I think. In Edinburgh, I’m on 
top of a mountain. There’s one of those trucks, Coors Light I 
think. It’s beside him, just... here. And they come to the 
intersection with Davenport, and Joe is going straight 
through, but the driver is turning. So he doesn’t see Joe, 
and he hits him, or kind of tips him off the bike. I mean, a 
shock, painful, but just... he only falls off the bike. The 
point of a side guard is that when you fall off the bike, you 
can’t go under the truck. So you have bloody knees and elbows 
and an angry story. But without the side-guard you just... 
“so sad”. Fucking Cassie.

As he talks, David gets another 
beer.

DAVID
After I saw the Facebook message I stood in the shower for 
forty minutes. I kept smiling and thinking “so this is what 
grief feels like”. I tried to go to work but they sent me 
home. There was a scandal, the lack of side guards, it was... 
it had been a contentious issue and now it had a face. A 
young, attractive, white, Adam’s apple-d, face. There was 
outrage, calls for someone to blame, regulation, something -- 
it would die down eventually, like everything. Nothing would 
be done in the end, but for that day or two it just kept 
popping up on Facebook. 
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Half of the time it was because Joe’s friends were outraged, 
half because it was just floating around the Toronto social 
media sphere. That was stranger, seeing Joe referred to as 
“that guy”. The funeral. Durham. I’d never been there, I kept 
picturing Hobbiton. Getting the train was fantastic, really. 
I love the English countryside. It’s so strangely ordered. 
Ireland is craggy and raw and swept, a punched face of a 
country. But England is so designed, ordered field after 
ordered field after ordered field -- always with the threat 
of an impromptu croquet match dangling over our heads. I was 
still somehow in shock, or something. Giddy. The aftermath of 
grief is complex and ugly. But the experience itself is like 
floating on air. He is not there, so nothing else matters. I 
had always had psychological... difficulties. I believe I 
tend towards depression and drinking too much and for want of 
a better term “being Irish”. What you have to understand 
about the grief, then, is the context. If you have spent a 
significant amount of your life feeling depressed, feeling 
sad for no reason, then what a relief it is to be able to put 
a cause to your pain. “Why the long face?” “My boyfriend just 
died.” “Oh, I’m so sorry. I understand that pain. Here, have 
some Frosties.” I borrowed an oversized suit from someone at 
work, and kind of just... turned up at the funeral. Nobody I 
knew from Canada was there, his family must have gotten the 
body back somehow. I figured I’d just be there and I’d cry 
and maybe at some point someone would ask me why and I’d get 
Frosties. His mother, I recognised her from Facebook, she was 
gone full Hollywood on the whole thing -- weeping, wailing, 
and she looked fucking amazing. Legs up to here. I took a 
seat at the back of the Church, just in case... I don’t know, 
zombie apocalypse. I didn’t want to risk social interaction. 
Afterwards there were sandwiches. Awesome. Great. I ate egg 
sandwiches and talked with a girl who went to school with 
Joe. She didn’t know him very well but she had stayed in 
Durham so, proximity-wise, her grief was relevant. She kept 
talking about how they’d done a play together in secondary 
school. She kept calling him Joseph. I wanted to grab her 
mouth and her lips and scrunch them together until she shut 
up. His name was Joe. There’s a boy there, too, a boy, a man, 
our age. He keeps hugging Joe’s mother. Her mascara is still 
intact. I think she has a chief make-up artist hidden away 
behind the bar. This boy, I think he must be Joe’s brother. 
But they don’t look like each other very much. I make a bee-
line. My mouth tastes like egg. “Hi, who-ow are you?”. That’s 
how I say it. Somewhere in the middle. 
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He responds to the “who”. It’s funny, in retrospect. I must 
have known, really. “I’m Joe’s boyfriend.”

David just smiles and smiles and 
smiles. And then laughs. And 
laughs.

DAVID
This isn’t just... this isn’t just now, that I’m doing this. 
This is me, at the time, standing there in front of this 
gent. His tie is skinny and he has flop of blonde hair, his 
skin is sallow and he’s... as tall as Joe was. I bet you they 
shared clothes. And I’m just laughing and laughing and 
laughing and then, like those bubbles you make on the tip of 
your tongue, it just bursts. The grief. The floating on air. 
I’m standing in a suit that doesn’t fit me in a town I don’t 
know in the midst of this sea of... English people. Across 
from sallow skin. And I’m... nobody. I’m nothing. I whisper 
“Sorry” and go to the bar and get a pint of cider, then I 
hide in a cubicle in the upstairs toilets and listen to my 
iPod.

He grabs another beer. Opens it, 
starts drinking. Quickly.

DAVID
I suppose, I can’t blame him. He’s over in Canada for the 
year, leaves his boyfriend at home. Maybe they had an 
“arrangement”. I don’t know, I didn’t stick around to... I 
checked into my B&B and a busty woman named Angela fed me 
brandy until I passed out. I gave her 5 stars on Yelp.

He finishes the beer.

DAVID
I didn’t really know where to go from there, from that 
concept. Not being the widower any more. What we call things 
is important. Getting to put a name on something is 
important. Getting to love the man who loves you back is 
important. It’s one of those words. You don’t feel it -- we 
agree, as a society, that you don’t feel it until you say it. 
Did he say it? When? Where? How? Why? Did you say it back? 
Did you? Did you? Oh, Joe. You walked off and we hadn’t read 
all our lines yet.
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David opens the laptop again. Plays 
the voicemail, just for a moment.

JOE
Oh shit, I can’t, Cassie, how do I get rid of--

David stops it.

DAVID
I went back to Toronto. I had to. I could have not but... but 
I suppose I had to. Back to work, back to my friends. I 
dropped out of Second City. Too many questions and he... he 
was still up there, on the stage. There was laughter there, 
but it wouldn’t have been feasible. I still laughed, I still 
hung out with my friends, I still spent days wandering around 
the Annex or cycling to the beach. There were other men, for 
sex, if nothing else. And then I find that there’s this other 
person talking to me. Telling me that “He didn’t love you and 
you know why you know why he didn’t love you you’re normal 
average fat stupid unremarkable you piece of shit shit shit” 
and it’s two in the afternoon and I’m cycling to work having 
full, out loud arguments with myself -- shouting like a 
lunatic. Once I stopped at the corner of Dupont and 
Davenport, where he... I jumped off the bike and just started 
screaming at myself, punching my chest. Throwing my bike on 
to the road. There was nobody around. A friend at work, her 
mother helped organise actors for mental health training. 
That’s a thing, did you know? You’re an actor, you go in for 
the day, and they give you this character with symptoms, 
anything really. The trainee comes in, and tries to label 
your madness accordingly. And then, presumably, balloons fall 
from the ceiling. Filled with fluoxetine and sertraline. The 
mother recommended me to a group of therapists who were at 
the tail-end of their qualifications, cheaper than normal but 
not idiots. Final year at the Marcia Blaine Finishing School 
for Crazy Doctors. I’d never been in therapy before -- 
despite my predispositions. It’s expensive and I don’t like 
telling strangers about my problems...

(acknowledging the audience)
Well, no, that’s not true. I don’t like telling strangers 
about my problems and knowing that they don’t care. Which is 
what therapy is. They don’t care. Really. Truly. Even the 
ones who do care top out at some level. If they truly cared 
they’d be wrecks. Unable to do their jobs. It’s an 
understandable insult. She had an office at Bloor and 
Spadina, just over a Timmy’s. 
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That first day I got a large ice coffee. I decided that I was 
now a grown up who attended therapy and as such I should have 
traditions. Tics. She didn’t mind the coffee, although I 
could tell it grated when I slurped it. Her name was Alicia 
She was a tall woman. When she leaned in for a handshake it 
was like a drawbridge opening. She was very attractive -- 
forty-something, someone who’d really grown into her looks. 
Effortless style, a kind of sea of bieges and browns. I was 
watching a fashion TV show before, Something’s Next Top 
Something Or Other, and a judge described a contestant as 
having “chocolate box features”. I didn’t know what it meant 
then and I don’t know what it means now, but that lady... she 
may indeed have had chocolate box features. The features of a 
box of chocolates. Our first session -- we talked about my 
family, my history of depression, alcohol abuse, self-harm. 
Slurp slurp slurp. She had this little clock, sitting on a 
bookshelf on the other side of the room. It was the politest 
little clock I’d ever seen. Like she didn’t want it to be 
big, a constant warning that you are on my time, but she 
didn’t want no clock at all -- or you’d be riddled with 
nerves that the session was always about to end. A polite 
little clock, half-turned away. Barely looking at you at all. 
A ticktease. We talked through that first hour, and just as I 
was standing up she asked if there was anything else. And I 
said: “There’s also Joe -- I wanted him and he didn’t want me 
and then he died. I think about him fifty to seventy-five 
times a day and if I can’t get rid of him I think I might end 
it all.” We both agreed this was fertile territory for 
further discussion.

Pause. Breather. Maybe another 
beer. He sits casually, openly.

DAVID
I would sit like this. Maybe purse my lips, or purse my 
fingers -- that’s not the word, is it.

He “purses” his fingers, 
thoughtfully pressing his 
fingertips together.

DAVID
Me and A-L-I-C-I-A were going to sort this thing out. At this 
point in my descent I was having what you might call panic 
attacks every day. 
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Limbs seizing up, punching walls in corridors on my breaks, 
drinking myself into an awful state and then wailing on the 
kitchen floor. A real Springtime shitshow. But in our 
sessions, I was like this. Pursing my fingers. So we unpacked 
the box. Grandparents, parents, siblings, schoolfriends, 
teachers, friends, lovers, anyone and anything and anything 
else. Medical history, family history, sexual history, and at 
one point late Jacobean era history. Take a piece of 
information, open your mouth and pull out that fucker and put 
it on the table. We sat there, the two of us, for months and 
months -- pulling bits and pieces of me out through my mouth 
and laying them on the rosewood table between us. David and A-
L-I-C-I-A investigate. I would occasionally be angry, 
occasionally be sad, occasionally I would laugh until the 
walls shook. But mainly I was just this: pursed fingers. 
There’s so much emphasis on it, pulling those worms out of 
your mouth. Like one of them will look you in the eye and 
you’ll see something else reflected back. The hidden truth. I 
remember after a few months, a billboard went up near her 
office. There was a woman on it, she had a gap in her teeth 
and wavy red hair. I think if I was Canadian I would have 
known her, some athlete. But to me she was just... I love a 
gap like that. Imperfections. Ways in. She was advertising 
“Let’s Talk”, this nationwide campaign to get everyone 
talking about mental health. There were ads, everywhere. 
Where Brenda would be really down in the dumps, like a woman 
in an infomercial who has three kids and hasn’t bought that 
time-saving steam cleaner yet. But then Brenda would talk to 
her friends, and things would get better. She would book a 
counsellor, become closer to her husband, lose fifteen pounds 
and solve Fermat’s last theorem. And all it took was finally 
making that decision to talk to someone. That’s all. 
Thousands upon thousands of Brenda’s yapping their way out of 
grayscale infomercial purgatory. And then there’s me. Walking 
past gap-toothed lady on my way into A-L-I-C-I-A’s and 
vomiting my worms on to the rosewood. And nothing. I’m the 
guy who pulls his parachute cord and nothing happens. “Golly, 
I wish I hadn’t done that,” he thinks, “because now I know -- 
and hasn’t that ruined a perfectly good plummet towards 
Earth.” Eventually this led to anger. I never raised my 
voice, but my unwavering tone would waver. My pursed fingers 
would tense and I would look at the clock instead of looking 
at her. I felt like I’d failed her. I think she felt like 
she’d failed me. Bits of her... things she would say, I got 
the impression she saw something of herself in me. Maybe her 
before the chocolate box and growing into her looks. 
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So, no pressure, then. Eventually I stopped going. Walking 
out of the office, looking up at gap-toothed lady and wanting 
to scream “WHAT NOW, BRENDA? WHAT NOW?” Of course, I didn’t. 
I’m not crazy.

He taps the laptop. One, two, 
three.

DAVID
When Joe died there were 1,793 photos of him on Facebook 
across 212 albums. He had 912 pictures on Instagram, and 
14,711 tweets. He had three blogs. One with four posts before 
he gave up. One with fifteen posts before he gave up. And one 
with sixty-seven posts before he died. His head is there. His 
opinions. Him. He’s all there. “Do not stand at my grave and 
weep. I am not there, I do not sleep. I am on Tumblr. Please 
follow.” I can see him whenever I want, I can hear his 
thoughts. I can still have him. Maybe not the smell of his 
neck or the sound of his heart beating, but I never really 
had those things anyway. We try to quantify grief, give it 
weight. But like it or not, grief is a process, a synaptic, 
neural process. Something triggers a memory of a person, the 
memory is a positive experience, immediately followed by a 
negative realisation of their absence, and a wish that you 
could have them back. In the words of Peter J. Freed, Ted K. 
Yanagihara, Joy Hirsch and J. John Mann in the Biological 
Psychiatry Journal: “The death of an attachment figure 
triggers intrusive thoughts of the deceased, sadness, and 
yearning for reunion. Recovery requires reduction of 
symptoms. We hypothesized that symptoms might correlate 
activity in, and functional connectivity between, prefrontal 
regulatory regions and the amygdala.” “Recovery requires 
reduction of symptoms.” Which was fine in 19-dickity-whatever 
when your loved ones passed away at a great clip and you just 
nudged them into the death hole at the edge of your village, 
never to be heard from again. But he is everywhere. He is not 
just the echo in the wind or the splinter in your soul or 
whatever faffidy language you like. I go on to thejournal.ie 
and there’s his face in the corner because one time he 
decided to hit like. I search for my friend Jenny on Facebook 
but by the time I hit “J” they’ve already auto-populated Joe. 
I don’t even need to click, I just hit enter. Sometimes 
accidentally, often not. And the more I go to his page the 
more likely it is he’ll pop up. Algorithms don’t know when to 
say when. Robots may know what I want, but robots don’t know 
what I need. The backslide is what I call it. 
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You think you’re doing okay, all the way up until noon maybe 
even, and then you think of him and you click on something 
and it’s all shot to shit before lunch. Trapped in a well, 
sliding back down the walls every time you get a chance to 
climb. Joe died in 2009. That’s almost five years. Fresh as a 
daisy. Open as a wound. But still, such is grief. Right? And 
besides, grief is noble. Grief was noble. Until the... until 
I realised that it wasn’t grief at all. That happened because 
of what happened to Cassie.

He opens the laptop. Plays it again 
while he grabs another beer.

JOE
(hiccough)

Oh shit, I can’t, Cassie, how do I get rid of these--
(hiccough)

Fuck, sorry, hang on Dave, hang on-- (THE SCREAM) Well that 
was obno-- obnoxious, I mean if you’re gonna try and scare 
me, frighten me, you could, YOU LACK CREATIVITY, CASSIE, like-
- oh. Oh, they’re gone.

Dave is back, shutting the computer 
again.

DAVID
This is a year after Joe’s death. I’m still in Toronto. 
Bartending, doing a little writing work on the side. Not 
quite starving and not quite an artist. I’d cut my Second 
City ties. Cordoning myself off from those triggers. But 
Cassie hung round like a bad rash. That’s mean. No. She... 
she started visiting the bar I worked at, first of all by 
accident, she said. With friends, maybe having a quick chat 
at the bar while she got a round. I thought that there wasn’t 
much to her, before then. I’ve always had that in-built 
reflex against women who spend too much time on their looks, 
especially when it comes to comedy. It’s hard enough for 
women to stop being thrown into the holy trinity of “wife, 
mistress or secretary”, but it doesn’t help when they’re all 
gussied up like... of course none of that made sense. It’s 
just very easy to hate people, especially when there are so 
many of them. Eventually she started coming into the bar on 
her own, lazy Tuesdays when it wasn’t busy. Plus it was wings 
night, she’d say, though at any given moment in Toronto 
you’re never more than twenty metres from a wings night. I 
guess she made me feel glamorous, if I’m honest. 
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She was very pretty, and while I”m 100% homo it can be nice 
to be around a pretty girl. She’d tell me stories about what 
she was doing at Second City, and I’d... well I wouldn’t 
really talk much, which is the advantage of being a barman. 
Talking without talking. The thing that bound us wasn’t 
something I wanted to discuss with her. Every Tuesday, just 
like that. I was polite, normally. But one evening in May, I 
was on my way to the bar. I had sweated through to my 
backpack trying to get to the station on time, I was just so 
angry at sweating... and I was late. I stood on the platform, 
legs so tensed it hurt, biting the inside of my cheek so hard 
I drew blood. Thinking of Joe. Daring myself to take two 
steps forward and cause havoc for passengers aboard the 
southbound to Union. By the time I got into work I wasn’t in 
the mood. She came in, she ordered her wings, she sat at the 
counter. She began to talk. I was getting her gin and tonic, 
and I’d just had enough, I’d just had enough. I was holding 
her glass and I smashed it right there in my hand and just 
started bleeding quietly to myself. She was still talking. I 
wrapped a towel around the cut and spun on her, slammed my 
other hand down on the counter so hard it made her wings 
shake and asked her what in all fuckery she was doing in here 
every Tuesday talking to me.

Beat. Pause. Breath.

DAVID
One of the few luxuries of being crazy is myopia. You’re 
trapped in your own world, and while you go to great pains to 
be conscious of others -- helping them out, loving them, 
maybe even more than normal -- you don’t really care. How 
could you? They live outside the war zone. I had been myopic 
when it came to Cassie. She was wearing a lot of make-up, and 
I was too busy secretly hating her for capitulating to the 
patriarchy to understand that she was wearing a lot of make-
up, even for Cassie. More than usual. Covering something up. 
She didn’t go into it too much. Just said she was sick. 
Something in her bones, too far gone for anything but gin and 
tonic and wings. She told me that she had once seen me in a 
sketch, nothing particularly funny or memorable. She said 
she’d taken a shine to me -- she knew I was gay, but figured 
that while she was being hollowed out femur by femur she 
might as well sit across the bar from me. Wing Tuesdays 
turned into twice a week, less and less at the bar, often at 
hers or at least nearby. I don’t think we were soulmates, 
best friends. Connected. 
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If we’d had longer I think we would have got on each other’s 
nerves. She talked a lot. And then less so, as time went on. 
So I talked. I told her about Joe. I didn’t want to... I 
suppose I did. I just wanted to give it to her and send it 
with her. Like FedEx. She died two months after I cut my hand 
on the gin and tonic.

David purses his fingers again.

DAVID
That was a very pleasant experience. When I got the call that 
she’d died, I cried into my hand. My housemate held me in her 
arms. I borrowed a nice suit for the funeral, one that fit. 
There was a lot of laughter there, reminiscence. Her parents 
were lovely and inconsolable. I listened to pretty piano 
songs in my room and thought about her. Visited her grave a 
few times. And... it faded. It wore out its welcome. That’s 
not to say that I didn’t care about her... in some brief, 
roughshod way I suppose I loved her. She was a good person, 
and besides that she was a person. But after a few months, it 
slipped away. The blondes weren’t so prevalent -- after her 
death, every woman I saw with that shade of sheer but gentle 
bright blonde, I’d think-- yeah. But the blonde women started 
to show up less and less. She faded. I loved her and honoured 
her and then I put her on my mantlepiece as something to 
remember. That’s how it’s supposed to happen, right? You care 
for them and then they go. You grieve for them and then 
they’ve left. Cassie unfolded as these things are meant to. 
So after I’d put her away, I understood. I won’t say the word 
epiphany because I knew this all along -- Cassie was just... 
scientific consensus. I wasn’t grieving for Joe. Maybe I had, 
at the beginning, maybe for the six days between the shower 
in Edinburgh and the funeral in Durham. Maybe even after 
that, for the requisite time. The two months and nineteen 
days it took to stop the blonde women appearing. But I wasn’t 
grieving after that. I wasn’t experiencing “intrusive 
thoughts of the deceased, sadness, and yearning for reunion”.

He opens the laptop, reading 
something he’s saved.

He closes the laptop again. Another 
beer.
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DAVID
I don’t wish... I don’t wish he was alive if him being alive 
was to not want me. I’d rather him a dead love than a living 
false start. I am not grieving. I am angry. I am spurned. I 
am lonely. And I was lonely even when he held me in his arms 
for... for... it was three days. Starbucks to me flying off 
to Edinburgh... it was three days. We had the coffee and he 
said he very much wanted to kiss me, that was the Monday at 
7:35pm. I know this because that’s when we got our break. I 
flew out on the Thursday afternoon at 5:25pm. Not even three 
days. He didn’t come with me to the airport. I asked for... 
it’s stupid but before I left his house I asked for a photo 
together. Maybe I knew that I might not get a chance 
otherwise. He politely declined. Maybe he was thinking about 
Facebook. The boy back home. I just wanted some idea that it 
was real. I must have kissed him at his door at around 2. 
That’s sixty-six hours and twenty-five minutes. Sixty-six 
hours. Five years ago. I went to therapy, I took pills, I 
dealt with Cassie, I moved country. Twice. I’ve beaten my 
head up against a brick wall for the half my twenties 
thinking of him. “When we fall in love, we first begin to 
feel that our beloved is novel, unique. The love object takes 
on special meaning.” -- this is Dr. Helen Fisher again, by 
the way -- “We begin to think about our beloved obsessively, 
engaging in what is known as ‘intrusive thinking’.” I wake up 
in the night and I swear he was just there. I lose myself in 
conversations wondering if I could have done things 
differently. I see him everywhere. I am not grieving. I am 
not in love. I am ill. And it’s not the enormity of it, it’s 
how miniscule it was. Sixty-six hours. I got invested and he 
didn’t and chin up fuckwit because that’s the ball game. 
Nothing happened and now I’m bereft. It’s not tragic. It’s 
embarrassing. He didn’t love me and we weren’t something and 
there are no glory days. I talked it out, with everyone in my 
life, and they are sick of it and I am sick of it because 
there is nothing more. They tell me to find someone else and 
I can’t seem to, they tell me think of something else and I 
want to claw their eyes out because they don’t understand 
that that’s not possible. He’s a song in my head, and I feel 
like I’m going crazy. Whatever part of everyone else’s brain 
cuts out when the game has been played... it doesn’t seem to 
work in mine. It’s not gently categorised psychological 
difficulties, it is madness. It is bloody, and scratching, 
and flinched and broken and bottomless, and it is boring. I 
am boring. I am dull. 
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I didn’t want a forever, I didn’t need the whole thing, I 
just wanted more than sixty-six hours and a shitty 
intersection. And now people are looking at me like my story 
isn’t a story, it’s just a very short list of facts without 
revelation or insight. It’s flat and unengaging. It’s 
nothing. They squeeze my hand and tell me not to do anything 
stupid as if I haven’t been thinking about doing something 
stupid every moment of the past five years, as if I’m not a 
hundred times stronger and more resilient than them. Hanging 
in there. Waiting. To stop thinking about him. 

The voicemail plays again. 
Starting, skipping, repeating. 
Again. Again. Again.
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